Abstract. Dispersive propagation and overlapping wave modes are two main obstacles for guided Lamb wave SHM applications. In an effort to overcome such obstacles, a new signal-processing technique taking advantage order tracking based on dispersion relation, is developed. In this approach, by referencing the wave number-frequency function of specified mode, the operations of resampling and interpolating are performed on the frequency-spectral series of raw signal. The orders referenced to wave number-frequency are calculated, according to which the individual wave-packet is identified and its corresponding propagating distance is estimated. In the order domain, the overlapping modes are readily separated by Gabor expansion on the frequency-spectral series of raw signal. Numerical and FEM simulations on strongly dispersive and multimode overlapping guided waves were carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. The results demonstrated that the proposed approach is effective in dispersion analysis, mode differentiation and overlapped wave-packets separation.
Introduction
Guided ultrasonic wave, with stress distributed through the thickness of the material, can propagate along the thin and large components of one-dimensional structures with little loss in energy. It offers the potential to achieve the required permanent structural integrity monitoring [1, 2] . It is difficult to control the excitation and reception of selected guided wave modes. The main challenge for processing Lamb wave signals is how to identify and separate multimode overlapping wave-packets due to their different dispersion characteristics and different propagation velocities [3, 4] . A variety of pragmatic signal processing approaches have been developed and contributed to ascertainment of multimode overlapping wave-packets. These conventional techniques mostly focused on the improvement of time-frequency or time resolution and the suppression of dispersion. In the conventional methods, narrow-bandwidth and singlemodal guided waves with the selected central frequency were generally used as the excitation and ignored the dispersion effect.
The time-frequency representation (TRF) were adopted to separate the damage-reflected and boundary-reflected wave-packets and identify their individual wave mode, such as short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [5] , wavelet transform [6, 7] , S transform [8] etc. However, because of the continuously evolving shape (increased duration and reduced amplitude) and modes overlapping in both the frequency and time domains, many of TFR techniques, limited by their time-frequency resolution, either lose effectiveness or lack sufficient accuracy. In order to produce a much more distinct time-frequency resolution, the spectrogram reassignments [9, 10] were introduced to enhance readability of TF representations for multimode dispersive Lamb wave signals. But the reassignment methods lack the noise robustness and their resolutions may be degraded with the increase of wave-packet number.
To improve the time resolution of general Lamb wave signals, a number of deconvolution
Mathematical model for Lamb wave propagation
Because of the dispersion phenomenon in Lamb wave propagation, when Lamb waves travel across the structural features like boundaries, stringers, etc., reflections from these features produce phase shifts with respect to the original excitation signal. To take into account the dispersion effect of elastic waves, the dispersion physics of single mode wave propagation in 1D dispersive media can be modelled by Fourier analysis. When the incident wave ℎ( ) is to be generated by a transducer and propagates along a waveguide over the distance , the arrival time of each frequency component will delay / (= 2 ⁄ ), where is the phase velocity. After ℎ( ) propagating over distance, the Fourier transform of ℎ( ) (noted as ( )) will be shifted in the phase by ( ) . The Fourier transform of received wave-packet which can be phase-shifted wave, is given by:
where ( ) denotes a wave number-frequency function or dispersion relation function. The coefficient is nearly independent to after the wave propagates along or is reflected by either damages or boundaries. In practical applications, there inevitably exists a multi-mode wave in the received signal, since the current methods such as double side excitation only can be used to strengthen one mode as well as weaken the other mode, but to eliminate completely one mode is impossible. Therefore, the resulting sensor signal in frequency domain can be written as a superposition of multiple mode wave-packets from multiple propagation paths, i.e.:
where is the total number of propagating wave paths. and are the propagation distance and the transmission coefficient of th wave path, respectively.
( ) is the wave numberfrequency function of mode .
Although the dispersion relation is an obstacle in Lamb wave applications, it can also serve as a useful tool to discriminate one mode from the other modes. ( ) in Eq. (2) is presented as the linear superposition of components whose phases are the multiples of the wave number-frequency function ( ).This relation between ( ) and ( ) is very useful to identify ( )-related wave-packets and to track their propagating distances . If 'order' is defined as ( ) normalized by ( ) , more accurate interpretation of received signal can be obtained by converting ( ) into so-called order spectrum. It is obvious that there is one-to-one relationship between the 'order' and the individual mode wave-packet. The order spectrum provides more conveniences for separate multimode overlapping wave-packets.
Principle of order analysis for Lamb wave
As what is mentioned above, if the order spectrum of some specific mode can be obtained, the wave-packets in the specific mode can be identified. It will improve the efficiency of propagating distance estimation, and simplify the computation process of pinpointing damage position. According to Eq. (1), the frequency domain signal ( ) can be regarded as a frequency-varying or phase-shifting waveform. The dispersion characteristic of sensor received signal depends on the dispersion curve function ( ). If ( ) is a linear function of , ( ) is the Fourier transform of non-dispersed wave. If ( ) is a quadratic or higher order function of , ( ) represents the Fourier transform of dispersed wave. In order to describe the relationship between ( ) and ( ), the dispersion signal ( ) sampled constant in frequency discrete signal is converted into the equiangular signal sampled constant in angle from. From the mathematical point of view, this task could be solved by resampling and interpolation theory, which is explained in the example given in Fig. 1 . The excited signal is assumed to be Gaussian modulated wave-packet presented as:
where = 60 kHz, = 2×10
5
. Assuming that the wave number-frequency function is ( ) = 2 (3 + 1) and that the dispersion wave after propagating along x distance presents as ( ) = ( ) ( ) ( = 1, ( ) = 2 (3 + 1), = 2 and ( ) is Fourier transform of ℎ( )). The assumed dispersion curve and the dispersive wave are shown in Fig. 1 .
Because the phase shift of ( ) has strict linear relationship with ( ), which provides the feasibility of calculating resamplings for ( ). Taking ( ) as the reference phase i.e., referencing to the equal interval ordinate value in Fig. 1(a) , the assumed dispersed signal in Fig. 1(b) is resampled at constant increments of the phase angle. The dispersed signal is transformed from sequence ( ), which is at constant frequency increments (Δ ) in frequency domain into sequence ( ), which is at constant angle increments (Δ ) in angle-domain. And then, the equiangular signal is interpolated. The interpolated signal is presented as the stationary wave in Fig. 2(a) . The order spectrum (shown in Fig. 2(b) ) is obtained by the FFT on the stationary wave. The order spectrum in Fig. 2 (b) has a single frequency component at 2-order, which is independent of the wave number-frequency function ( ). Since order analysis relates ( ) to the reference wave number-frequency function ( ), the order is defined as the phase ( ) normalized by ( ). As long as the order is obtained, the dispersion wave-packet is identified and its propagating distance is determined. Fig. 1 . Scheme of resampling: a) the resamplings determined from the assumed dispersion curve function ( ), b) the assumed dispersion wave in frequency domain ( ) sampled using constant increments of angle For multimode Lamb wave, there are multiple modes propagating simultaneously in the structure, and each is independent with distinctly different dispersion characteristic presented as different wave number-frequency function. It can clearly be seen that the order spectrum only displays the orders related to the reference ( ), the wave modes that have different dispersion properties will be excluded. Namely, for the multimode dispersion signal, just taking the number-frequency function of specified mode as the reference phase, the specified mode wave-packet can be identified in the obtained order spectrum and its propagating distance can be estimated without its flight time. The wave-packets related to other modes would appear as uncorrelated noise. That is, the order tracking technique can be used to identify the mode of Lamb wave.
Algorithm of order tracking for Lamb wave
On the basis of the theorem aforementioned, the order tracking algorithm for Lamb wave analysis is proposed and can be summarized as the flowchart in Fig. 3 . 
Determination of resampling points
It has been clarified that the phase of ( ) has the linear relationship with the wave number-frequency function ( ). In this case, the order tracking technique is converted to process ( ) by taking ( ) = ( ) (Generally, is a constant not equal to 1 so as to avoid too high orders.) as the referenced phase. Although the precise ( ) can be approximated by high-order polynomials, generally cubic polynomial can describe dominant dispersion phenomena fair enough. In this case, the referenced phase presents as:
where , , , are the cubic function fitting parameters for ( ), = 1, 2,… is the index of resampling series, and Δ = 2 / ( is the max order range). According to Eq. (4), the equiangular sampling frequencies can be determined from ( ) . Because the referenced phase ( ) can be known from ( ) in advance, it is possible to calculate the corresponding frequencies for each constant angular increment, Δ , and to solve Eq. (4) for given as well. Setting = − Δ , and = − 3 ⁄ , then Eq. (4) becomes:
where = (3 − ) 3 ⁄ , = (2 − 9 + 27 ) 27 ⁄ . The resolution for is:
where , = − ± √ , Δ = + .
If Δ > 0, the Eq. (5) has only one solution i.e. . If Δ = 0, the Eq. (5) has three same solutions i.e. = = = − 2 ⁄ . If Δ < 0, the Eq. (5) has three different solutions, i.e.
, , = 2 × √ cos (( + 2 ) 3 ⁄ ) , = 0, 1, 2, where = − 27 ⁄ , cos = − 2 ⁄ , sin = √−Δ ⁄ . The effective solution in , , is the first solution whose value is bigger than the last sampling time. So, the resampling frequency corresponding to the given equiangular increment can be determined as = − 3 ⁄ .
Interpolation and determination of propagation distance
Once the resampling frequencies for equiangular increment are determined, the corresponding frequency amplitudes can be calculated by interpolating ( ). The accuracy of the interpolation method determines the accuracy of the resampling amplitude. There are diverse interpolation methods that can be used, such as linear and cubic spline interpolations. In this paper, cubic spline interpolation is selected, which is to use a cubic curve to fit the four points (two raw frequency points before and two frequency points after the interpolation point). The formulation of the interpolation polynomial is given:
Firstly, to calculate the coefficients , , , which are used to determine the interpolated ( ) at any given , four sets of data points (i.e. pairs of ) are substituted into Eq. (7) to generate four independent equations. These equations are solved to get the coefficients , which are then used to determine ( ) (the signal amplitude) at any given (the resample frequency). Once the amplitude at the any frequency is estimated, the equiangular interval signal would be obtained. Finally, Fourier transform is performed on the resampled ( ) to get its order spectrum. According to the order tracking theorem in Section 2, the "order" in the order spectrum of ( ) is defined as its phase normalized by the referenced phase ( ). The same order is defined as the multiple of ( ), i.e. the propagating distance = / . By taking the wave number function of specified mode as the reference phase, the order spectrum corresponding to the specified mode is obtained. The propagating distance of individual wavepacket is one-to-one corresponding to the order in the obtained order spectrum. According to the propagating distances, the individual wave-packet from different propagating path can be identified.
Extraction of order component
It has been mentioned that the order spectrum only displays the orders related to the reference wave number function and that the wave mode having different dispersion properties would be excluded. Moreover, the wave-packets in the reference mode can be identified one by one in the order spectrum and their propagating distances can be estimated according to the one-to-one relationship between the wave-packet propagation distance and its corresponding order. In some applications, however, engineers do need some wave-packet waveform of particular order to quantify the damage degree. Although short-term Fourier transform characterizes each individual transient and non-stationary harmonic (or order) in its spectrogram distribution, it is invalid to reconstruct target order/spectral components embedded in the analyzed signal. The Gabor order tracking technique is proposed with extremely good selectivity on the extracted wave-packet. The process to recover the wave-packet of specified order can be done with the Gabor transform and its inverse-the Gabor expansion. The Gabor expansion coefficients of ( ) are evaluated through the Gabor transform. The Gabor expansion of ( ) can be expressed as:
where , , , ∈ , , denote the Gabor expansion coefficient and , ( ) is the shift and modulated form of the Gabor elementary function. denotes the time sampling number, denotes the frequency sampling number or frequency bins. Gabor expansion coefficients, , are expressed be using the Gabor transform, i.e.:
where , * ( ) is the corresponding dual function of , ( ). The Gabor expansion coefficients associated with the Gabor transform are flexibly applied to reconstruct the order components of interest. The computation employs masking strategies. The order components of interest that are covered by designated masks can is singled out and reconstructed from the multi-component reflection. The Gabor spectrogram of ( ) is generated by mapping the Gabor coefficient array into a 2D image of Gabor spectrogram distribution. The Gabor spectrogram can characterize the energy-intensive components of ( ) in certain frequencies that are relevant to the referenced ( ) . A mask operation is performed on the initial Gabor coefficient array , using the referenced ( ) and its related order. Then, a mask array , is generated with limited binary values, preserving , when , = 1 and removing , when , = 0. In this case, we can achieve a frequency domain wave-packet whose Gabor coefficients are exactly inside area defined by the mask function , . The Gabor coefficients are corrected by , , and then a modified Gabor coefficient array ̃ , is generated, shown as:
The frequency domain wave-packet corresponding to the order component of interest is reconstructed from the modified coefficient array ̃ , :
Application in processing multimode overlapping wave
In this section, the performance of the proposed approach in processing multimode overlapping wave is investigated with a numerical simulation. The software Disperse (Non-destructive Testing Laboratory, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College, London, UK) [22] is used to generated the wave number-frequency function for Lamb waves in a 1-mm thick aluminium plate and these are shown in Fig. 4 . The Gaussian modulated wave-packet Fig. 5(a) . Its frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 5(b) , where its bandwidth range extends about , = [80 kHz, 220 kHz]. 
where ( ) is the wave number-frequency function of mode A0, and ( ) is that of mode S0. The wave number functions of both S0 and A0 modes can be estimated with theoretical calculation combined with experiment verification in practical application. Based on Eq. (12), an artificial signal is generated by Eq. (13) with the propagating distance of A0 mode wave-packet = 300 mm, that of S0 mode wave-packet = 400 mm. And the reflection coefficients are set as "1". The numerical overlapped and multi-mode signal ( ) can be described by this model:
.
The sampling frequency and sampling period for the synthetic signal ( ) is 1 MHz and 400 us respectively. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 6(a) . The two wave packets are not resolvable in the original time trace. The frequency spectrum of ( ) is shown in Fig. 6(b) , where too many supernumerary frequencies make the identification of mode wave more difficult in frequency domain. Because of the dispersion and multi-mode overlapping, the shape of ( ) frequency spectrum has been changed greatly, compared with that of incident signal in Fig. 5(b) . It is almost impossible to identify which one is mode A0/S0 wave-packet, because they are completely overlapping in time and frequency domain. Without prior knowledge, it's more impossible to calculate the propagation distance of each wave packet due to multiple and interference of overlapping time arrivals. The order tracking method is performed on the signal in Fig. 6 (b) to identify and separate the overlapped multi-mode wave packets according to the steps in Fig. 3 . In order to identify the A0 mode wave-packet, the wave number function ( ) = 20 ( ) is evaluated to be a referenced phase. The role of multiplying factor 20 is to make the order of A0 mode not too high. Considering the length of analysed signal, the maximum propagating distance of A0 mode is about 827.6 mm. The maximum order of A0 mode is about 42. Its corresponding resampling interval is Δ = 0.1496. It should be noted that at a smaller interval Δ , the more accurate amplitude of resampled wave occurs, and a more accurate order spectrum is obtained, however, that a smaller resampling interval requires more computer resources for storing a larger quantity of raw data. After resampling and interpolation, the order power spectrum obtained is shown in Fig. 7 , where there is a clear peak in the order spectrum at 15th order. The 15th order in Fig. 7 means that the frequency domain phase of A0 mode wave is 15 times of ( ). Thus, the propagation distance of A0 mode wave is 20×15 mm, which completely equals the A0 mode propagation distance pre-set in the simulation. In the same way, if the wave number function of S0 mode is taken as the referenced phase, its propagation distance can be estimated from its corresponding order spectrum. Therefore, the individual mode can be identified since at one time the order spectrum only displays one kind of mode wave correlated to the selected wave number function.
It is noteworthy that the stronger the dispersion is, the more it can show the superiority of the proposed approach. As we all know, most conventional methods identify the wave-packets according to their arrival times, so the more severe dispersion phenomenon always bring more negative effects for the identification. However, the proposed approach just takes advantage of the dispersion nature to calculate the propagation distance, which would result in higher accurateness in structure damage location than the conventional methods. In the real-situation, when the theoretical wave number-frequency function is more closely matched to its real value, the performance of the proposed approach becomes more superior, as the wave number-frequency function is more representative of the phase change trend derived from dispersive signal.
Another significant advantage of the proposed method is to extract specified wave packet for further quantitative damage assessment. For the damage detection in SHM, the amplitude or shape of wave-packet reflected by damage has the close relation to damage severity. Such as for the delamination of composite structure, the energy of reflected wave-packet is as a function of the normalized length of the delaminated. If the wave packet reflected by damage can be extracted completely, it is much beneficial to quantitatively evaluate damage. Fig. 8 depicts the result of the Gabor expansion-based order tracking, where computed Gabor expansion coefficients of 15th order is characterised in the Gabor spectrogram. The colour in the Gabor spectrogram indicated the magnitude of the Gabor coefficients. The order component in Fig. 8 represents the reflection related to the reference phase ( ), i.e. the mode A0 wave packet. We limit , to binary values (either one or zero) which behaves as a mask, preserving , when , = 1 and removing , when , = 0. The inverse Gabor transform is performed using only Gabor coefficients which are exactly inside area defined by the mask function , . While the modified Gabor coefficients are obtained, the Gabor expansion equation is applied to reconstruct the waveforms of 15th order. The convolution result of the reconstructed order component and incident signal yields the time history of A0 mode wavepacket. Fig. 9 shows that the reconstructed signal superimposed with the original A0 mode wave packet.
The match between the reconstructed and original wave packet is very good except the amplitude attenuation and the tail of the wave packet. To quantify this similarity, a quantity called damage index (DI) is defined and calculated as:
where and ( ) denote the reconstructed A0 mode wave and the original A0 mode packet. This method compares the amplitude of two sets of data. The calculated similarity is 85.78 %, which denotes the strong similarity of the two wave-packets. It is noteworthy that longer propagation distance will improve the resolution in Gabor spectrogram and provide better mode wave-packet separation, because the difference between the dispersion characteristics of two modes gets more apparent. The reconstructed wave-packet is much closer to the original wave packet, especially if propagation distance is large enough. 
Application in processing strong dispersive signal
Because the proposed method is based on the dispersion nature of Lamb wave, the incident signal would not be constrained on the narrowband frequency to avoid dispersion effects. In order to verify the proposed algorithm's potential capabilities in processing strong dispersive signal, the FEM experiment is conducted with an aluminium beam measuring L2000×W20×TH1 mm. The Lamb wave is generated at left beam end and collected at the distance 50 mm away from the exciting position. The damage measuring L2×W8×TH1 mm is introduced at distance 800 mm away from the left end. The beam is finely meshed using eight-note 3D brick elements with eight layers of elements in the beam thickness. The dynamic simulation is conducted using ABAQUES/EXPLICIT. The propagation paths of the Lamb wave are schematically depicted in Fig. 10 .
To demonstrate this advantage, in the FEM simulation a broadband frequency signal is chosen as the incident signal, which is a Gaussian pulse function in Eq. (3) with attenuation coefficient = 2×10 5 at central frequency of 60 kHz. The group velocity of S0 at centre frequency 60 kHz is 5.437 m/ms. The Lamb wave signal captured is shown in Fig. 11(a) , where the serious dispersion corrupts the signal and the reflections are smeared together. It is difficult to identify how many reflected wave-packets in the time waveform, not to mention to identify which mode each wave-packet belongs to. The frequency transform spectrum of received signal is shown in Fig. 11(b) , from which it is clear the frequency domain signal is frequency-varying non-stationary signal. Since the time waveform of received signal is known, its frequency spectrum covers the frequency range [0-175 kHz]. Therefore, the dispersion curve in Fig. 3 between the range [0-175 kHz] is chosen as the reference phase. Two modes S0 and A0 mode should be considered in this frequency range. But the A0 mode usually presents higher attenuation during propagation because of the dominant out-of-plane movement of particles in the mode shape, which leaks partial energy to surrounding medium. Furthermore, A0 mode provides weaker reflections from the damage and boundary and insensitivity to damage in the structural thickness. Therefore, in this FEM simulation only the S0 mode needs to be considered. Performing the proposed method on the received signal, the reference phase ( ) = ( ) ( = 250 mm is used to avoid the high order, ( ) is wave number -frequency function of S0 mode in range [0-175 kHz]). The frequency domain signal is resampled and interpolated, and then its order spectrum obtained is shown in Fig. 12 . Fig. 12 provides three order peaks fairly separated and identifiable. The orders in Fig. 12 are identified as 0.206th, 0.6193th, 15.77th orders corresponding to the propagating distance 250×0.206 = 51.5 mm, 1548 mm, 3942.5 mm. Considering the geometry of the beam, the reflections sequentially are direct arrived wave-packet, the reflection from damage and that from the right end. It is obvious that the propagation distances estimated agree well with the theoretic values. Therefore, even in the case of strong dispersion the damage position can be identified precisely. In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, Fig. 13 provides the TFRs of the received signal. From the STFT and WVD spectrogram ( Fig. 13(a) and (b) ), it is difficult to identify the reflected wavepackets from the boundary and the damage owing to the limited time-frequency resolution and the cross-terms. Because of the strong dispersion of guided wave, the wavepackes are overlapped together and cannot been separated from each other. In Fig. 13(c) , the over decomposition of Chirplet transform causes the serious distortion of wavepackets. In the S transform of Fig. 13(d) , it is easy to recognize the wavepackets, but the time centers of wavepackets deviate away from the actual propagation time. In Table 1 , the estimated distances with the proposed method are tabulated and compared with those obtained with other conventional methods. It is verified that the propagating distances estimated with the proposed method agree with the theoretical values. But the estimated values with the conventional methods completely cannot present the practical propagation distances. If mode conversion happens in the reflection, the frequency domain phase would be in an intricate shape and its shift related to dispersion curve would need to be recalculated according to the distance propagating as A0 mode and the distance propagating as S0. It is assumed that the mode S0 wave is converted into A0 mode after propagating over distance when it interacts with damage, and then it continues to propagate over distance . Consequently, the resulting wave-packet reflected by damage ( ) can be regarded as a time-varying product of shape-shifted waveform, i.e.:
where and represent the transmission and reflection coefficient respectively under the same assumption that the amplitude change of wave propagation is of insignificant. From Eq. (15), it can be seen that both S0 and A0 mode dispersion function are not suitable to be the reference phase as the linear relationship between the shift phase of ( ) and any of wave-number function dose not exist. In this case, it seems that the proposed method lost its effectiveness. One solution is to use some priori knowledge about propagating distances or . Supposing is the linear function of , which is expressed as = + , the referenced phase:
According to Eq. (17), it is clear that the propagation can be calculated by taking ( ) = ( ) + ( ) as reference phase with the proposed method. It should be noted that the noises in the order spectrum (shown in Fig. 12 ) is caused by the operation of resampling and interpolation. In practical application, there are some factors that influence the effectiveness of the proposed method including the dispersion strength and the accurateness of dispersion curve, the resampling rate and interpolation algorithm, as well as the mode conversion in propagation and the frequency band of incident signal. The calculation of wave number-frequency function is a key point for the application of the proposed algorithm, because the reference phase must be derived from it. In the practical application, the wave number frequency function obtained by the theoretical calculation can be different to that of actual structure tested. Therefore, the wave number function from theoretical calculation generally needs to be corrected by experimental measurements.
Conclusions
The dispersive and multimode nature of Lamb wave causes some difficulties in the interpretation of signals produced by damage structures. When a Lamb wave interacts with two closely-spaced discontinuities, the echo signal will be useless for processing. To resolve this problem, a specific signal processing scheme is proposed based on order tracking related to dispersion curve. In the proposed scheme, the unavoidable dispersion characteristic of Lamb waves was employed, but not evaded. The numerical and FEM simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method works with several merits for damage identification in SHM are summarized: (1) Dispersion presents no real obstacle to the high resolution of damage pinpointing in structures. The technique can provide better propagating distance of incident wave, without time of arrival and mode velocity. (2) Constraints on the choice of frequency range, where the dispersion effects are small, are relaxed. Using different frequency ranges may enhance the damage of various types. (3) The reflection wave packet from damage can be extracted for further analysis of damage degree.
One the other hand, it needs to be noted that the proposed scheme is limited by some drawbacks in practical applications. For instance, the performance strongly relies on the preciseness of dispersion curve and dispersion strength. But for the narrow-band incident signal, the phenomenon in its propagation is not very strong, even its dispersion is weak enough to be neglected. And its detection accurateness is influenced by resampling frequency and interpolation. In the ongoing studies, the proposed algorithm is being validated experimentally. Future work will be carried out with the aim of overcoming its drawbacks mentioned above. The refinement of the technique will bring much beneficial for precise location of damage and quantitative describe of damage severity.
